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Are you responding as an individual or on behalf of an organisation?  

Individual  

 

Which of the following best describes you?  

Member of the public  

 

Please choose one of the following. If you choose the first option please enter your name in the box below as 
you wish it to be published.  

I am content for my response to be attributed to me (as an individual) 

Name: 

John Keogh 

 

Please select the category which best describes your organisation  

No Response  

 

Please choose one of the following. If you choose the first option, please enter in the box below the name of 
your organisation as you wish it to be published.  

No Response  

 

Please provide a way in which we can contact you if there are queries regarding your response. Email is 
preferred but you can also provide a postal address or phone number. We will not publish these details.  

 
 

 

Page 8: Offensive behaviour at football (the section 1 offence)   

Q1. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 Act? 
Please explain the reasons for your response.  

Fully supportive 



Q1. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 Act? 
Please explain the reasons for your response.  

Comments: 

This bill is a direct attack on people's civil liberties. It is so loose in its guidance that it gives the police force 
carte blanche in using powers. Not that they need much persuading all they have to do is say that they 
deemed that someone was being offensive for singing. They also fabricate stories I have first hand experience 
through my son. Taking football fans pictures secretly etc. We are turning into a police state. 

 

Q2. In your view, what would be the advantages and disadvantages of repeal to: (a) the police and justice 
system, (b) football clubs and (c) football supporters?  

A) advantages to police more trust from public and football fans. Justice system would not have so many 
court cases going through it especially as the judges themselves are saying this is a nonsense piece of 
legislation. 
 
B) Football clubs would benefit as more fans would go or return to football. A lot of fans have stopped going 
for fear of being wrongfully arrested as this has a major impact on their private lives so not worth the risk. 
 
C) Football fans would feel more relaxed about going to football without fearing the police impinging on their 
civil liberties or wrongful arrest.  

 

 

Q3. Leaving aside the issue of whether sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 Act should be repealed, what do you think 
needs to be done to reduce offensive behaviour at football matches (including, for example, by politicians, the 
police and the wider justice system, clubs, fans and other interested parties)?  

Football clubs should have more dialect with supporters. Politicians should not be involved at all. This bill 
came on the back of a football game where 2 managers had a disagreement and were seperated before 
anyone threw a punch. Also some players were booked/sent off. This happens in football games. Why did the 
Scottish government decide that this was merited. There was already law in place to deal with it. It also shows 
terrible judgement and some may say bias towards a certain fan group when you have ms Christine Grahame 
coming out with even things up. You would need to question her motives. 
Police already had enough powers before this bill. Go back to this and also save taxpayers money by not 
having to pay additional millions to police force. Police and stewards need to learn how to work with large 
crowds quite often by their actions they actually cause the crowds to react badly.  
If sponsors were to decide on cancelling their contracts with clubs who's fans continually sing songs that are 
offensive the club's would react by banning these people if they were going to lose substantial sums of 
money.  
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Q4. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 6 to 9 of the 2012 Act? 
Please explain the reasons for your response.  

Fully supportive 

Comments: 

No one should be threatened or abused or feel intimidated because people don't like what they say or write. 
Every person in this country should feel safe to use technology. 

 



Q5. Leaving aside the issue of whether sections 6 to 9 of the 2012 Act should be repealed, what do you think 
is the most appropriate way of tackling threatening communications while upholding freedom of expression (for 
example, use of other legislation)?  

There are some people who have been targeted at work by fans of a club for writing articles that they did not 
like. These so called fans were releasing people's home addresses within their fan forum/followers. That is 
sinister and the law can charge them with several pieces of legislation and rightly so. The judges also should 
be far stricter with these people. However there are some where a bit of banter should be acceptible as 
football fans Luke banter without malice.  
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Q6. Would you support measures to penalise football clubs for offensive behaviour by their fans? If so, should 
it be necessary to show that the club was at fault (for example, by failing to take reasonable steps to control 
fans' behaviour) - or should "strict liability" be applied?  

No 

Comments: 

No club can control thousands of fans no matter how hard they try. Some clubs are doing their best to 
eradicate unwanted chants from the stands and actually ban fans who misbehave. However some chairman 
and directors really need to be careful in what they say. Recent example one director at a new football club 
saying it was all right for the fans to sing the Billy boys. So maybe you need to look not only in the stands but 
also the boardroom. 

 

Page 14: Transitional arrangements   

Q7. What transitional arrangements do you think would need to be included in a Bill to repeal the 2012 Act? 
(Possible options are set out in the consultation paper at page 24)  

Not sure.  
 

 

Page 15: Financial implications   

Q8. Taking account of both costs and potential savings, what financial impact would you expect the proposed 
Bill to have? Please provide any comments.  

Significant reduction in cost 

Comments: 

I think that the costs would decrease significantly as the focus police would not be required as a specialist 
force. The police force were doing fine for years broke this bill. Also the costs of putting people through the 
justice system would save a lot of money. 

 

Page 16: Equalities   



Q9. What overall impact is the Bill likely to have on the following protected groups (under the Equality Act 
2010): race, disability, gender (including transgender), age, religion and belief, sexual orientation, marriage and 
civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity?  

Negative  

 

Q10. In what ways could any negative impact of the Bill on any of these protected groups be minimised or 
avoided?  

There is a wide spread belief that a significant amount of police officers are racist and sectarian themselves. 
So this would seriously need to be challenged before you could protect certain groups.  

 

 

Page 18: General   

Q11. Have you any other comments to make on the proposed Bill or on the matters raised in the consultation 
document?  

None  
 

 

Q12. Do you have any direct experience of the Act in practice that you would like to share?  

My son was arrested at a football match for allegedly singing an offensive song. The police said they could 
here him sing in a crowd of thousands. At court for the 4th time he was cleared of all charges. The story is 
longer but the bottom line was the police fabricated this story. This was evident by the answers in court also 
the fact that one witnessing officer was a female who claimed to be there at arrest and also heard my son. 
Now other witnesses and my son state quite clearly that he never sang the song and also that the arresting 
officers were men. No female officer anywhere near them. 
Police officers could not even get the crowd numbers near each other. Male officer ( focus force)claimed 
about 20,000 in ground and a few hundred near my son. Female officer didn't know but guessed at half full 
stadium holds 62000 she also said around my son was maybe 3-4 thousand again vast difference from male 
officer. Actual official crowd that day was over 40000. As I said people need to trust the police force.  

 

 


